
 
 
 
Below is the list of reports available to members of my paid coaching 
program as of Tuesday December 23, 2014.  
The Play Less – Win More report will be up on the site tonight.  

 
Members-Only Reports 

 
Getting Started: Read This First 
On this report I describe Discovery 159; the big discovery that the Basic Box 
program is based on. I go into the basics of how to input numbers into the 
program, the Digit Distribution Box, Visual Digit Distribution Box, the 6 lines, 60 
Core Numbers, the 52 numbers and why you should only play singles. I also offer 
a brief description of my phone coaching program. 
 
Get a MAP – or You Will Be LOST 
If you are using the Basic Box program in your state (or in any state) you have to 
do this to win consistently. And if you do not, you will be lost. Using this simple 
tracking system will give you a good handle on the game. 
 

The Vanilla Reload Card 
Just because you see a funding method listed on the 5dimes.com “Funding 
Methods” page does not mean that funding method is still active. It may no 
longer be a valid funding method – but they have not removed it from the list. 
Read this short report to understand a few inside secrets about 5dimes funding 
methods. 
 

The 2-Level Betting System 
This report explains the 2-Level Betting System and teaches the basic Rules to 
be followed when using the Basic Box system. 
 
The 39 Number System 
Sometimes my students teach me. This system was pointed out to me while I 
was conducting a phone coaching session. I back tested it and it works. This is a 
simple system using the Basic 52 program that requires you to play only 39 
numbers. 
 
Outside Numbers and Rule 52 
This report introduces Outside numbers and a brand new Rule: Rule 52. This 
Rule tells you exactly when you should only play the 52 Basic numbers. More 
specifically, it tells you when you should play them for the next 3 days! 
 
 
 



Up-Down Down-Up 
A number from line 1 hit New York on December 7, 2014 (504). I posted two 
Rules on my blog that night and one of these Rules said that the next hit will 
come from the bottom (lines 2-6). The number that hit on the very next drawing 
on December 8 came from line 6 (678), all the way on the bottom. Read this 
report to learn the two complementary Rules that will allow you to make the same 
type of prediction in your state. 
 
 
Only Play 70 Numbers (Until You Get a Hit) 
There are times when a shorter list of 75 or 70 numbers can easily REPLACE 
the 85 numbers. This shorter list is as strong and reliable as the entire list of 85 
numbers. Read this report to learn this easy and SAFE way of reducing the 
standard list of 85 numbers down to 75 or 70 numbers. 
 
 
Only Play 70 Numbers (Until You Get a Hit) 
There are times when a shorter list of 75 or 70 numbers can easily REPLACE the 
85 numbers. This shorter list is as strong and reliable as the entire list of 85 
numbers. Read this report to learn this easy and SAFE way of reducing the 
standard list of 85 numbers down to 75 or 70 numbers. 
 
Play Less – Win More!  
UPDATE for 12-23-2014: Read this short report to learn what I am working on 
right now. This strategy will allow you to play less frequently – but win more 
often!  
 
 
 
 



Secret Reports 
http://pick3programs.com/info.php?R=P3P&P=Info&S=TOP:Secrets 

 
 
The 5Dimes Report: The Secret Formula Revealed 
This is the updated version of my original 5dimes report. It contains a lot of new 
information. This report is EXCELLENT if you know little or nothing about 
5dimes. It will put you on the right path. This report teaches you the most up to 
date ways to put money into your 5dimes account and how to take money out. It 
teaches you an “insider secret” on how to get the most accurate information on 
any topic from the 5dimes staff (it took me a while to figure this one out). It also 
teaches you the 12 steps to funding your account via MoneyGram. I also discuss 
the one thing that 5dimes requires from you before you can take your money out 
(this catches a lot of beginners by surprise). 
 
I have also included a special section titled The 3 Super Rules: How to Make 
Money at 5dimes: Guaranteed. That is not a misprint. I will teach you 3 “super” 
rules that virtually GUARANTEE that you will make money playing at 
5dimes.com. That may sound like an outrageous promise, but I am sticking to it; 
if you do what these 3 rules tell you to do, you WILL make money when you play 
at 5dimes. Period.  
 
The reason why most people lose most or ALL the money they deposit on their 
5dimes account is because they are not aware of these 3 super rules (and 
because they don’t have a program as accurate and consistent as the Basic Box 
program). These 3 super rules will make you a winner. What are these rules? 
Well, here are some clues. 
 
CLUE 1: Super Rule 1 requires you to do something BEFORE you put money in 
your account. Carrying out Super Rule 1 is totally FREE. 
 
CLUE 2: Carrying out Super Rule 2 will require money. I will be totally honest 
with you here; it will require putting in a few hundred bucks in your account. If this 
will be a problem, do not request this report. However, Super Rule 1 pretty much 
guarantees that you will show a Monthly Profit (see the 2-Level and $6,600 
reports for details on the Monthly Profit). 
 
CLUE 3: Super Rule 3 requires you to do something AFTER you put money in 
your account. 
 
I also discuss some NEW strategies: MD, the Base, and I give you a “Detailed 
Strategy On What To Do BEFORE You Put Money in your 5dimes Account.” 
 
One more thing; if you already have a 5dimes account and are familiar with it, 
this report will still teach you some valuable strategies. If you are always LOSING 
all the money you put in your account (I have been there) or if you tend to lose 
more than you win, simply follow these 3 steps: 
 
(1) Cash out: take all your money out of your account. 



 
(2) Learn the 3 Super Rules and use them to Re-Boot your game. They will Re-
Train you to become a Consistent Winner. 
 
(3) Once you have “trained” yourself to be a winner (the 3 Super Rules will show 
you how), put money back in your account. Now watch how you start hitting day 
after day after day! 
 
Bottom line; it does not matter if you are a total Beginner to 5dimes or if you are 
an Experienced user, this report will take your game to the Next Level. 
 
 
 
The $6,600 Pick 3 System - Volume 1 
This report picks up where the 2-Level report left off. On this report I take things 
further and introduce some new strategies. A NEW visual system is presented: 
the Betting Matrix. The Daily Average and Monthly Profit strategies are 
introduced. The single betting unit concept is explained. This report deals with 
the Blackout phenomena in the Pick 3 game when using the Basic Box system 
and tells you exactly what to do when it happens. Learn what happens after a 
Blackout. This report also teaches a brand new rule: Rule 33. These strategies 
form the foundation of the $6,600 System.  
 
 
The Calendar Tracking System 
What if I told you that there is a unique system you can use to predict when the 
85 Basic Box numbers will hit or miss in your state? This system, like the Visual 
85 system, is purely visual. Use this system in combination with a Word tracking 
system and your ability to predict when the Basic Box numbers will hit will amaze 
you. After “marking” several months in the unique way this system teaches you, 
you will eventually reach a point when you just KNOW when the numbers will hit 
or not. I have a set of rules that you should follow when you use the Basic Box 
system which I explain on the 2-Level and $6,600 System reports but many times 
I go against these rules – and hit. For example, one rule says not to play after a 
Losing Day, but many times I go against this rule and still hit. This is possible 
because I am using a Word based system along with this system. Read this 
report to get the “inside track” on how to hit the Basic Box numbers consistently. 
By the way, if you use this system, you do NOT need an Excel system.  
 
 
 
 

The Pick 3 Coach 
December 23, 2014 


